
Pre-AP 9th Grade Summer Reading Assignment 
 

Reading selection:   
 
The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien 
 
 You may purchase your own copy, check one out from the freshman library or public library, or read an 
online version.  One online link for The Hobbit at ReadAnyBook.Com: 
 
  https://www.readanybook.com/online/17 
 

A. Please read one of the above novels and take notes over the book.  Be able to write insightfully 
about the following prompts. These prompts will also provide talking points as we discuss the 
novels. (Your notes will help you remember key points for discussion and writing, but will not be 
graded.) 

 
During the first full week of school, your teacher will assign one of these prompts over which 
you will write a five paragraph in-class essay to demonstrate your writing ability as well as your 
depth of understanding of the assigned novel.  (You may use your notes to help you remember 
specific details.)  

 
1.  Choose one specific theme from the novel and provide three distinct events from the novel 

that demonstrate this theme.  Give clear examples and evidence to support the theme.  Be 
sure to include page numbers of your examples. 

 
2. Be able to discuss the writing style of the author.  Identify the theme, tone, mood, figurative 

language, setting and conflict.  Show three specific examples that illustrate each of these 
literary devices. Be sure to include page numbers. 

 
3. Read a literary analysis of the book. (SparkNotes is one you might try.)  Be sure to cite your 

source properly.  What makes a book a classic novel, makes it worth studying? Why is this 
novel considered a classic?  In your opinion, should this book be considered a novel of 
literary merit?  Why or why not?  Give three examples that support your claim. Be sure to 
include page numbers.   

 
• Your responses will need to be original and insightful.  In other words, you may use 

outside sources, but you will need to create your own responses.  Of course, proper 
citation is required.  Use PurdueOwl.com for any questions regarding English rules, 
grammar, citations, etc. 

 
4. Who is the protagonist?  What makes a hero?  Is the protagonist of your novel a hero?   Why 

or why not?  Give three examples that support your position.  Be sure to include page 
numbers. 

 
B. Students will take a test over the novel of their choice during the first full week of school to 

allow teachers to assess their reading comprehension and mastery of literary terms and devices. 
 



C. Students who did not receive the summer reading assignment (i.e., new to district or last-
minute schedule change) will be given until the 3rd full week in school to read the above novel, 
take the reading test, and write the 5 paragraph essay over a prompt of the teacher’s choosing 
which will allow teachers to assess students’ writing and reading abilities.  

 
Supplies for ELA: 

• A 2” three-ring binder with pockets/flaps; this is solely for use in AP English class. 
• Five dividers labeled AP Forms, Literature, Essays/Writing, Novel Charts, and Vocabulary. 
• A highlighter; dark blue/black ink pens; a colorful pen such as with purple or green ink, 

Post-it/sticky notes, 3x5 lined index cards. 
• Appreciated for classroom use: Tissue/ Kleenex & markers or colored pencils for posters 

and class projects. 
 
Caution: 
The novel is NOT like the movie.  During the first full week of school, we will have a multiple choice test 
and a writing assignment over the NOVEL.  If you only watch the movie, you will not be able to 
successfully complete the test and assignment. 
 
 


